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4 November 2020 
 
Dear Parent/Carers, 
 
As the country goes into another National Lockdown, I wanted to reassure you that we are 
continuing to be vigilant in our Covid safety practises. Our schools will remain open and learning 
will continue to be offered in the way that your children have been taught over the last 8 weeks. 
We would encourage you to send your children into school during this period, however please 
remember if you have concerns talk to staff at school and seek clarifications. 
 
Many parents have recently had to respond to very short notice periods for bubble closures. As 
numbers of cases have risen sharply in our area, we have seen more schools need to respond to 
these positive cases and close bubbles for self-isolation purposes. I know many parents who have 
been affected, will have considered their plans before being contacted, but I would now stress to 
all families that there is a need to make contingency plans for these eventualities.  
 
We have seen a mixture of staff and children testing positive and I want to reiterate that the 
government advice is clear. If you have symptoms then you should self-isolate and book a test. 
Even if your child is not showing any symptoms they need to self-isolate as they may be 
asymptomatic and carry the virus. 
If a bubble closes we will provide home learning and these systems have been established in each 
of our schools. With teaching continuing in classrooms, we cannot provide individual learning if 
parents choose to keep their children off, which is why it is preferable to keep communication 
open with school to discuss concerns. 
 
A small number of families at Brampton Ellis Primary have, in response to the school survey, 
requested childcare on Friday afternoons.  During this next lockdown period these plans will be 
put on hold and reviewed again in December with the intention of providing childcare for those 
families that have requested provision as we emerge out of this next period of lockdown. 
It is important that we continue to work together to enable us to come through this crisis and I 
wish everyone good health and safety in the coming months. 
 
Thank you. 
David Silvester 
CEO James Montgomery Trust 
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